
Remember in Prayer 

Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with 

thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which transcends all 

understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. 

 (Philippians 4:6-7) 

 

Ray Topar-rehabbing at home after a 

stroke 

Les Ames- at Togus Veterans’ facility 

Pare Family-in Manchester-father had 

stomach removed recently 

Nancy Barnes Hill-friend of Emily S.-

terminal cancer 

Ida-friend of Emily S.-multiple issues 

Lydia Biswell-breast cancer treatment 

Jon- Ron Emery’s co-worker-recovery 

from stroke 

Mary Freeman’s niece-fell and 

recovering from finger surgery  

Allison Poulin-Barb Poulin’s daughter-

pancreatic cancer 

Jodi Welch’s brother-in-law-bone 

cancer; praises for improvement! 

Diane’s former mother-in-law and 

family-multiple health issues 

Judie Lewis-Jany’s sister-in hospital and 

rehab 

Parson’s Family and Children 

Tom Ryan-recovering from heart 

attack 

Joel Blackwell and Family-new 

treatment plan for cancer 

Jay-Pat Wetmore’s son-recovery from 

bike accident and spinal cord injury 

Hannah-Churchill’s mother-continued 

recovery 

Carol’s sister-healing from food 

poisoning 

Bob Scott-friend of Ron Emery-needs a 

kidney 

Carla and Sandy-friends of Angel-

healing 

Debbie Dinsmore-breast cancer 

Paula’s Twin Sister-back issues 

Keri Whitney-heart issues 

Bernie’s brother-in-law-cancer 

Brooke Ireland-friend of Jayne’s-severe 

pain from chronic costochondritis 

Josh Woodward-sepsis 

Bob-friend of Bill Child’s-cancer 

Marge-friend of Ray Topar-in hospice 

in Florida 

Leonard-Pat Wetmore’s husband-

congestive heart failure 

Deb-friend of Deb Stowe-knee 

replacement 

Mary Freeman-healing 

Sheldon Goodine-healing 

Ann and Howard Erlich-continued 

healing 

Dale Conley-continued healing 

Earl-friend of Chris-healing 

John-Chris’ brother-guidance 

Cindy-Martha’s cousin-bone cancer 

David Rogers-hip surgery 

Marge Lalime-Jody’s mother 



Lindsey’s dad- severe eye condition 

Kathy-Steve Rawson’s cousin-cancer 

Carlton and Lorraine Casey-several 

health issues 

Benjamin Mosher-recovering from 

brain tumor 

Chris Fields-thanksgiving for continued 

healing 

Steve-friend of Russell-healing for his 

family 

Shawn McIntyre-healing for his family 

Pastor Paul’s parents-continued healing 

Joanne Austin-healing 

David-nephew of Mary Freeman-spot 

on a lung 445-3571 

Aaliyah Carballo-6-year-old with 

cancer-in remission. Praise the Lord! 

Churchill’s family and people in 

Cameroon-peace and resolution 

Ivan Wentworth-Paula’s dad-COPD 

Joyce Goodine-pulmonary fibrosis 

Mary-Lee Beffa-Bernie’s sister-strength 

and comfort 

George Schemanske-continued 

recovery from broken hip and mersa 

Julie-Rosie’s sister-direction in life 

Janelle Clark-Diane’s niece-healing 

Theresa Welch-Bernie’s sister-strength 

and comfort 

Mike Mossler-back problems 

Ryan-friend of Gail Tilton’s-positive 

direction in life and continued success 

with sobriety 

Master Staff Sgt. Matthew Kent and all 

who are serving in harm’s way. Praise 

God for all those who have returned 

home safely. 

 

Barbara Dowe, Angie Rivera, Clark 

Rawson and all who are in nursing 

homes. 

 

Also the leaders and defenders of our 

nation and of our faith, our youth, those 

who are absent and the unsaved. 

 

Corrections and changes for this online 

version can be given to Emily 

Schroeder, tel. 445-3571, or e-mail: 

buffywg@yahoo.com 


